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Top 2011 Kerfkore Distributors
Each year, Kerfkore Company gives two distributor awards based on their purchases and sales
of Kerfkore products. The first award is for the largest volume; the second, for the greatest
percent increase compared to the previous year.
For 2011, Distributor Service, Inc. receives the award for the Largest Volume Distributor of
Kerfkore products. They sell the complete line of bendable and lightweight panels plus they
inventory these materials so they can be delivered quickly to supply their customer’s
requirements. Their growth this year was achieved through standard product sales along with
some nice customer projects. We appreciate DSI’s support from their management and sales
team to make this award possible.

Pictured L-R, Rick Ransom (Midwest Sales Manager at Kerfkore), Tom Phillips (President at Kerfkore),
Dave Dascenzo (General Sales Manager at DSI), and Rob Hanes (Inside Sales Manager at DSI).

For the Greatest Sales Increase in 2011, the award goes to Wurth Wood Group. They also sell
a complete mix of bendable and lightweight products and inventory a complete representation of
the Kerfkore product line. Their growth was a combination of strong sales from a variety of these
bendable and lightweight products. We appreciate their effort in achieving this increase in 2011.

Pictured L-R, Mike Capper (COO), Dave Quackenbush (Southeast Sales Manager for Kerfkore),
Tom Phillips (President at Kerfkore), Roger Debnam (President at Wurthwood Group), Scott Sittler
(Marketing Manager at Wurthwood Group), and Chris Hiatt (Purchasing Manager at Wurthwood Group).

Our congratulations to DSI and Wurth Wood Group for their performance in 2011. We are
delighted to present them with the Distributor of the Year awards from Kerfkore Company.
Kerfkore Company is a manufacturer of patented bendable substrates, lightweight structural
composite panels and architectural panels. These products allow for the creation of numerous
designs that open the opportunity to produce curves and innovative products as vast as your
imagination. No matter what type of curve or lightweight needs you may have, we have a
product that can provide quicker results that are more accurate, with higher quality, and easier
to fabricate than traditional methods. We are committed to providing “green” products that can
have a positive impact on our environment and also help you achieve some of the qualifications
needed for the USGBC’s LEED certification program.
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